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After Nelman topping the My Promo Pool Trance Chart
with the Nukleon EPs, City Wall now presents
Nelman’s next instalment, “Valves EP Part 1” (click
here for Part 2). The “Valves” tracks are directly
inspired by the filtered bass progressions of Nukleon
and this can easily be heard in the width and depth of
the sound. Nelman calls this his “synthesised techno
style”. Contrastingly the “Noise” and “Noiseless”
tracks found their inspiration from Pressure Funk’s
late 90’s smash "Twisted Funk / Voices EP" and exhibit
the Jeff Mills “fast and dirty” technosity vibe. So all in
this is “something old-skool and something new”! It
also appears Nelman’s talent is beginning to be
recognised as the Nukleon feedback below reveals:

"Pure techno beats! I love it!"
Jim_Star, alicemanagement.com

"Hard stuff...Peak time"
HUSS, Bahrain 96.5 FM

"Powerful tunes & beats :) top!"
DJ Mind2damax, Global1FM

Valves (GL Mix)
Following in the footsteps of Nelman’s “Nukleon” release this GL Mix of Valves offers more ultra-tough beats
coupled with soaring synth progressions and space age SFX. Uniquely the mid-section sees the gentle introduction
of a modulating high frequency pitch which is sure to wake up the sleepiest of dancefloors.

Noise (Mix 1)
Old-skool techno inspired mayhem with, as the title suggests, plenty of noise
and rattle! The fast paced tempo is accompanied by deep squidgy kicks with
tight off-beat claps. Meanwhile the clatter of metallic percussions and
cacophony of coloured tonal stabs mingle and dance around the stereo field.

Noiseless (Original Mix)
Pounding techno grooves from the word “go”. A much tighter sound than
Noise Mix 1 with plenty of compression throughout the frequency spectrum.
Nelman employs squeaky beeps and low mid stabs to create a unique
tension which he further enhances by the variety of subtly panned grooves.

Noiseless (Mix 2)
Rock hard kicks and an acidesque bass line, Noiseless Mix 2 doesn’t mess about in getting to the point. Crisp
percussion and filtered mini-breakdowns are all just the lead-in to a “classic” sounding trance riff that has an
irresistible vibe guaranteed to “steal the show” and have the crowd making shapes on any dancefloor.
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